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my findings regarding the vast antiquity of the earth on ex

actly the data on which they had founded theirs; and the more

my acquaintance with the geologic deposits has since extend
ed, the firmer have my convictions on the su1jcct become, and
the more pressing and inevitable have I felt the ever-growing
demand for longer and yet longer periods for their formation.
As certainly as the sun is the centre of our system, must our

earth have revolved around it for millions of years. An.
American theologian, the author of a little book entitled the

"Epoch of Creation," in doing me the honor of referring to

my convictions on this subject, states, that I "betray indubi

table tokens of being spell-bound to the extent of infatuation,

by the foregone conclusion of" my "theory concerning the high

antiquity of the earth, and the succession of animal and vege
table creations." He adds further, in an eloquent sentence, a

page and a halflong, that had I first studied and credited my
Bible, I would have failed to believe in successive creations

and the geologic chronology. I trust, however, I maysayl did

first study and believe my Bible. But such is the structure of

the human mind, that, save when blinded by passion or warped

by prejudice, it must yield an involuntary consent to the force

of evidence; and I can now no more refuse believing, in op

position to respectable theologians such as Mr. Granville Penn,

Professor Moses Stuart, and Mr. Eliezar Lord, that the earth is

of an antiquity incalculably vast, than I can refuse believing,
in opposition to still more respectable theologians, such as St.

Augustine, Lactantius, and Turretin, that it has antipodes, and

moves round the sun. And further, of this, men such as the

Messrs. Penn, Stuart, and Lord may rest assured, that what I

believe in this matter now, all theologians, even the v'tkcst,

will be content to believe fifty years hence.

Sometimes a chance incident taught me an interesting geo

logical lesson. At the close of the year 1830, a tremendous

hurricane from the south and west, unequalled in the north of

Scotland, froth at least the time of the great hurricane of

Christmas 1806, blew clown in a single hour four thousand full

grown trees on the Ili]J or romarty. The vast gaps and aye-
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